INTRODUCTION
Regression analysis is one of the widely used statistical tools that has applications in all areas of daily life. an important part of the statistical perspective, the Regression analysis is utilized for studying the dependence relationship between a real phenomenon (response variable) and other real phenomenon (predictor variables) where clearly defines the relationship between the variables in the form of equation can be benefit in the prediction, planning and decision-making.
The theory of estimation has a great important role in practical applications, through calculation of a numerical value representing the unknown parameter for a certain phenomenon, and may be available for the decision maker more than a formula or method In this paper, we are estimating Weights for parameters models of qualitative regression using Weighted Least Square Method (WLS),which has estimate through inverted variance of the distribution, by two Methods, first one (Classical Method) and the second (Sequential Bayesian Method), when the depended variable is binary variable, and the observations which represented the samples that we take for study distributed non-normality distribution as Poisson distribution, and related to communications have the problem of non-homogeneity variance of random error.
A R T I C L E I N F O A B S T R A C T
For treatment the problem of heterogeneity of the random error variance we estimate weights used in the way (wls) by two Methods and estimate qualitative regression parameters then comparison between results of Classical Method with Sequential Bayesian Method through some statistic measurements as (MSE, R 2 , Ftest).
Dealt with practical side of the relationship between miscarriages of women as dependent variables and two independent variables, Age of women at marriage and Children ever born ,The data has been taken from Multiple Indicators Cluster (MICS4) survey 2011, the No. of observations was (8024) women where these observations, we noted by using Sequential Bayesian Method we get minimum (MSE) less than the Classical Method in the other side the results of (R-square and F-test) in the Classical Method is better than the Sequential Bayesian Method, We analyzed the data depending on programs written in MATLAB Language and statistics program (SPSS).
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Sequential Bayesian, homogeneity variance, estimating Weights, qualitative regression *Corresponding Author: Taha H.A Email: drtahaalaa1970@yahoo.com to estimate unknown parameter, and as the main objective of any estimation process is to reach the best estimate among all possible estimates, so the decision-maker has to choose the best method or formula to estimate the unknown parameter.
Two methods to estimation parameters, the first is known as Classical Method (CM) and the second is known as Sequential Bayesian Method (SBM) where the first method is depends on assumption that the estimated parameter is a constant value, while the second methods is depends on assumption that the estimated parameter is random variables and have a certain distribution.
The traditional Regression analysis is usually assumes to homogenous observations. However, there are several real situations where the observations are not homogenous, the key of this case is estimate weight.
Weights is a method which is used to obtain more accuracy for estimated regression parameters when we have the problem of nonhomogeneity variance of random error, therefore we used Weights in our paper for treatment the problem of non-homogeneity variance of random error. So we will explain the methods of estimating weights. The first method as mentioned earlier, is Classical Method (CM) and the second one is Sequential Bayesian Method (SBM), Both of them used by weighted least squares method (WLS) for estimating parameters, for simple and multiple qualitative regression parameters when the dependent variable is binary, for Poisson distribution, which Sequential Bayes provides mechanism taking the observations as sequentially form, that means every new observation will apply new information for estimate posterior distribution parameters in any experiment, in addition to preliminary information which can be got from the consult specialists or past experiences, and that is the different between Bayesian Sequential Method and Classical Method which is dependent only on observations information for estimate distribution parameters.
The aim of the paper is using new application to estimate weights for qualitative regression parameters and also comparing the results between Classical Method and Bayesian Sequential Method of estimating weights that is used by weighted least squares Method (WLS) in order to find best estimators of both methods, In addition to treatment the problem of non-homogeneity variance of random error for models of qualitative regression.
Methodology:
This section introduces some concepts about qualitative regression and sequential Bayesian method:
2.1: qualitative regression:
Multiple regression models have the following general formulation: "Quotation" (Draper& Smith 1981) 
By regression model, the OLS estimates the parameters that are unbiased. (Weisberg ( 8002
For simple Regression, we have:
The estimated model for formula (2) can be as the following:
Models of Qualitative Regression (QR) represent dependent variable (y) which has two values (1 or 0). These variables are known as binary, for example, success or failure, smoker -nonsmoker, and so on. QR models are usually non-linear. We use some transformations such as exponential and logistic to change nonlinearity to linearity.
There are different models for QR depending on the probability distribution for the dependent variable like Bernoulli, Binomial, and Poisson … etc.
Probability mass function of the Poisson distribution is:
; y = 0,1,…;> 0 .. (7) E(y) =  , V(y) =  Probability density function of the Gamma distribution is:
Sometimes the researcher faces the problem of non-normality or non-linearity or non-homogeneous variance of random error when the researcher deals with variables which distributed as non-normal, and it affects the accuracy of the analysis results. Avoiding these problems we use transformation to treat these problems. "Quotation" (Rawlings1998)
There are many types of transformation (exponential, logarithm, Square root,…, etc.). The transformation is done according to the probability distribution of the dependent variable. In this paper we focus on [ Ln ] transformation where we used it in Poisson distribution. (Uusipaikka 2008) -Weights:
Weight is a method used for modification of regression estimations as well as obtaining more exactness in estimation. "Quotation" (Chtterjee,1997) & (Kleinbaum 1998) .
Weighted least squares Method (WLS) is one of the weighting methods, and can be used when the variance of random error is heterogeneity. "Quotation" (Freund 1997).
To avoid the heterogeneity of variance we usually use weights by taking the inverted variance of distribution.
The OLS assumed homogenous the variance according to OLS in estimation as in (4) and (5), the changes that happen in estimation parameters by (WLS) are: .,w n ) where w is equal to Inverted variance and the off-diagonal elements of w are zero. "Quotation" (Harrison 1971 ).
-Qualitative Regression for Poisson distribution:
Poisson distribution which is used in a lot of application fields as health, society, economy … etc. this distribution is used to obtain the counting number of events in a population in a given time period or per person years of event. The dependent variable (y) has Poisson distribution as formula (7).
The aim of regression analysis in such instances is to model the dependent variable y as the estimation of outcome by using some or all of the independent variables in mathematical terminology for estimating function, for Nonlinear model such as Poisson function will be as: "Quotation" (Massey 1993) The mean for this function is equal to variance where the dependent variable (y) can represent qualitative variable.
The basic parameter of the Poisson distribution is (λ) which is the average number of (y) per unit of time or space. On this basis, regression parameters can be estimated as (9).
2.2: Sequential Bayesian Method -Bayes' Theorem:
Denote by (p) for the parameter of distribution and by (y) for the observed data. Bayes theorem allows writing: (Kypraios 2013) ) ( (p) p : prior distribution of (p) which express our beliefs about the parameters, before we see the data. In a nutshell the Bayesian paradigm provides us with a distribution as for what we have learned about the parameter from the data. In contrast to the ordinary Method with which we are getting a point estimate (MLE) and a standard error (SE), in the Bayesian world we are getting a whole distribution.
Thus we may write (18) alternatively as:
The formula (18) or its equivalent (20) is usually referred to as Bayes' theorem.
In what follows, we sometimes refer to the prior distribution and the posterior distribution simply as the ''prior'' and the ''posterior'' respectively.
-Bayes' Theorem and the Likelihood Function:
Given the data y, p(y|p) in (20) may be regarded as a function not of (y) but of (p). when so regarded ,following Fisher (1922) , it is called the likelihood function of (p) for given y can be written L(p|y). we can thus write Bayes' formula as: "Quotation" (Box & Tiao 1973) 
p(p|y) = L(p|y) p(p)
… (21) In other words , the Bayes' theorem tell us that probability distribution for (p) Posterior to the data (y) is proportional to the product of the distribution for (p) prior to the data and the likelihood for p given (y). That is:
The likelihood function L(p|y) plays a very important role in Bayes' formula, it is the function through which the data y modifies prior knowledge of (p); it can therefore be regarded as representing the information about (p) coming from the data.
The likelihood function is defined up to a multiplicative constant that is multiplication by a constant leaves the likelihood unchanged. This is accord with the role it plays in Bayes' formula, since multiplying the likelihood function by an arbitrary constant will have no effect on the Posterior distribution of (p).the constant will cancel upon normalizing the product on the right hand side of (21) it is only relative value of the likelihood which is of importance. "Quotation" (Box & Tiao 1973 ).
-The Standardized Likelihood:
When the integral y)dp | (p  L taken over the admissible range of (p), is finite, then occasionally it will convenient to refer to the quantity. y)dp
We shall call this the standardized likelihood that is the likelihood scaled so that the area, volume or hyper volume under the curve, surface, or hyper surface, is one. "Quotation" (Box & Tiao 1973 ).
-Sequential Nature Of Bayes' Theorem:
The theorem in (22) is appealing because it provides a mathematical formulation of how previous knowledge may be combined with new knowledge. Indeed, the theorem allows us to continually update information about a set of parameters (p) as more observations are taken.
Thus, suppose we have an initial sample of observations y 1 , then Bayes' formula gives
Now, suppose we have a second sample of observations y 2 distributed independently of the first sample, then:
The expression (24) is precisely of the same form as (23) except that ) y (p 1 p , the posterior distribution for (p) given y 1 , plays the role of the prior distribution for the second sample. Obviously this process can be repeated any number of times. In particular, if we have (m) independent observations, the posterior distribution, if desired, can be recalculated after each new observation, so that at the (n th ) stage the likelihood associated with the (n th )
observation is combined with the posterior distribution of (p) after (n-1) observations to give the new posterior distribution. "Quotation" (Lomax 2007) The probability density function of the Poisson distribution as in (7), the Likelihood function for Poisson is:
It means the prior distribution for the previous of the last (y n-1 ), which represents the Gamma distribution with parameters (a n-1 ,b n-1 ) as follows: (Harrison 1971 
And the likelihood function for the last Observation that generated by Poisson distribution is as follows: The Model studied the relationship between miscarriage pregnancies of women as dependent variables(y) with two of independent variables Age of women at marriage and Children ever born, the data has been taken from (MICS4 2011) survey.
The programs we used for analyses of this data is statistical program SPSS v.22 and MATLAB languages v.2013, the programs that are prepared and designed by the researcher for estimating CM and SBM and comparing the results of both methods in order to find the best estimator through calculating some of statistical measurements as MSE, R 2 , F-test.
-Multiple Qualitative Regression for Poisson distribution
The researchers studied the relationship between miscarriages of women as dependent variables (y) and two independent variables, Age of women at marriage as (x 1 ) and Children ever born as (x 2 ). Since the value of (p-value = 0.046) of test of heterogeneity of random error that mean must treatment problem of non-homogeneity of random error variance by using weighted least squares Method through bellow Methods.
-Classical Method
Depending on formula(12) we can find the transformation (Ln(y)) and by using formula (15) we can find the (  ), then depending on formula (17) we will calculate the CM (See Appendix (B)) and by using MATLAB program that designer for this purpose (See Appendix (C), program -1).
-Sequential Bayesian Method
Depending on formulas (37), we will estimate the SBM with ( 10 a 0  ), ( 25 b 0  ).
(See Appendix (B), and by using MATLAB program that designer for this purpose (Appendix (C), program-2), we summarized the results as in the following table: 
